Abstract-This paper proposes a new technique of spatiallycoupled low-density parity-check (SC-LDPC) code-based soft information relaying scheme for a two-way relay system. We introduce an optimized SC-LDPC codes in relay channels. A more precise model is proposed to characterize the soft noise on the soft symbols, using a pre-calculated look-up table at the destination. This requires less signalling overhead compared to existing soft noise modelling techniques. We also introduce a variance correction factor to provide a rectification to the equivalent total noise variance at the destination. Finally, we modify the LLR former at the destination which is tailored to the proposed soft information relaying technique. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed relay protocol yields an improved BER performance compared to competitive schemes proposed in the literature.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modern wireless communications networks employ advanced algorithms, which allow for delivery of data using numerous routes. In order to improve performance in wireless networks, a number of sophisticated techniques for information processing in a relay node were proposed. Two particularly popular protocols are amplify-and-forward (AF) and decode-and-forward (DF) [2] . In the AF protocol, the relay amplifies the received signal, without attempting to decode it, and retransmits it further on. In this way, however, the noise effect is accumulated as the data packet propagates through the network. Thus, this makes AF not suitable for networks with poor channel conditions. By contrast, in the DF protocol, the received packet is decoded and error correction is performed. Then, the corrected packet is transmitted to the destination. In such way, the noise propagation is minimized. However, errors in the retransmitted packet can cause significant degradation of the performance at the destination.
A protocol termed soft information relaying (SIR) provides an alternative solution to AF and DF. The SIR was extensively studied in the recent years, the reader can refer, for example, to [3] - [10] . Error-correcting code is a pivotal ingredient of the DF cooperative relay system. The right choice of the code can greatly improve on the performance. Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes, which became extremely popular in point-topoint communications due to their excellent performance, are a natural candidate for use in such systems.
The extended version of this paper will appear in the EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing, Special Issue on Network Coding.
It was discovered in [11] that so-called "convolutional LDPC codes" outperform classical LDPC block codes for large block lengths. Recently, it has been shown that regular spatially-coupled (SC) LDPC codes achieve capacity of the binary erasure channel (BEC) [12] and of general binary-input memoryless output-symmetric channel [13] . Therefore, SC-LDPC codes can be viewed as excellent candidates for use in the relay schemes. In [14] , it was shown that bilayer SC-LDPC codes can achieve the Shannon limit of a DF relay system with orthogonal BEC links. As the SC-LDPC code ensembles are regular, the design complexity is low compared to schemes based on irregular LDPC code ensembles. However, the idea of using the SC-LDPC codes in the relay systems over the AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels was not well exploited yet. We note that improvement in the coding gain could lead to enhanced improvement of the whole system. In [18] , the empirical evidence was presented that the SC-LDPC code performance approaches the fundamental theoretical limits of the multiple access channels. It could be expected that similar effect takes place also for transmissions over the relay channels.
In this paper, we propose a new framework for employing a SC-LDPC 1 code based soft decode-and-forward (SDF) protocol over the AWGN and Rayleigh Fading channels in a two-way relay system. The paper proposes a more realistic and simplified soft noise approximation model using an estimated look-up table at the destination. This offers a reduced overhead level, when compared to other approaches. The impact of different noise modelling schemes are compared by the simulations. A variance coefficient at the destination (referred to as a variance correction factor) is used to improve the accuracy of the Gaussian approximation made initially in the previous work [5] on the equivalent noise modelling at the destination. This improves the system performance as demonstrated by the simulation results. In this paper, we also study the design of array-based SC-LDPC block codes for relay channels. The code construction is based on coupling of L array-based LDPC block codes akin to approach in [16] Note that the present work may be viewed as a set of simple but effective enhancements to the SIR scheme. II. SYSTEM MODEL In this paper, we consider a system as shown in Fig. 1 , which was studied in [8] . We repeat the details of that model for the sake of completeness.
There are two users A and B, which communicate in both directions via the relay node R. For a source i ∈ {A, B}, we denote byī the source, which is opposite to i. We use bold letters to denote vectors and regular letters to denote scalars and random variables. The jth entry of the vector a is denoted by a j . We use E(x) to denote the expected value of the random variable x. The "soft symbol" corresponding to a is denoted byã. The notation 0 is used for all-zeros matrix, whose size is clear from the context.
The communications system design is defined as follows. In the first time slot, the user A broadcasts the message x A . In the second time slot, the user B broadcasts the message x B . In the third time slot, the relay R processes the received signal and broadcasts a "soft network coded" signalx R .
Hereafter, we assume that each node has only one antenna, and it operates in a half-duplex mode. In the first time slot, the information vector u A ∈ {0, 1} K is mapped onto the codeword c A ∈ {0, 1} N . This is achieved by using an LDPC code of rate R = K/N , whose binary (N − K) × N paritycheck is denoted by H. We have
The entries of the binary vector c A are mapped to BPSK symbols by using the mapping 0 → +1, 1 → −1, thus resulting in the vector x A ∈ {−1, +1} N . In the second time slot, the operation of the user B is similarly to the user A as already detailed in the previous section. The received signals in both the first and second time slots, at the relay and each of the destinations, are given by
and
respectively. Here i,ī ∈ {A, B}, where i =ī. Additionally, P i denotes the transmit power constraint at source i, i ∈ {A, B}, and h ik stands for the Rayleigh fading coefficient of the channel between the nodes i and k, k ∈ {ī, R}.
Since we assume Gaussian noise, the vectors n iR (n iī ) have zero-mean i.i.d. real Gaussian (noise) entries with variance σ
, respectively). The N 0 denotes the channel noise power spectral density, and both noise variances are N 0 /2. In the third time slot, the relay transmits a XOR of the messages received in the first and second time slots, namely c R = c A ⊕ c B . This is equivalent to the product of the BPSK symbols, as follows:
, wherex j i is the hard BPSK symbol corresponding to the symbol x j i transmitted by the relay. When relay decodes the received vector, symbol errors can occur. If the relay transmits the decoded symbols then the erroneously-decoded symbols will be forwarded to the destination. As an alternative, "soft" symbols can be transmitted. More details of this approach will be given in Section IV.
III. CODE DESIGN
Definition 1 (see, for example, [15] ). Array-based (quasicyclic) code C γ,p is a regular LDPC code, defined by an γp × p 2 parity-check matrix H γ,p , 1 ≤ γ ≤ p, p is an odd prime, as follows
where I denotes the p × p identity matrix, and σ is the p × p permutation matrix of the form
In the sequel, we make use of the array-based SC-LDPC codes by using a special type of unwrapping procedure as described in [11] , [16] , [17] . This unwrapping procedure, which allows for obtaining the SC-LDPC block code, is as follows. First we "cut" the parity-check matrix into two γp×p 2 matrices, H u and H ℓ . The cutting pattern is defined by an
• The row i+1 of the matrix H ℓ contains δ i first entries as in the row i+1 of the matrix H γ,p , for all 0 ≤ i ≤ γ −1. The remaining entries in H ℓ are set to zeros.
• The row i + 1 of the matrix H u contains γp − δ i last entries as in the row i + 1 of the matrix H γ,p , for all
The remaining entries in H u are set to zeros.
This procedure is illustrated by the following example. 
Fix an integer L ≥ 1, which denotes the desired coupling length. By using the matrices H u and H ℓ , we construct an array-based SC-LDPC code, whose (L + 1)γp × Lp 2 paritycheck matrix is
It is worth mentioning that the matrix H(γ, p, L, δ) has the same row and column weights as the original matrix H γ,p (except for the row weights of the first p rows and the last p rows of H(γ, p, L, δ)).
The matrix H(γ, p, L, δ) does not have full rank. Its rank, in particular, depends on the decomposition of H γ,p and the internal structure of the terms in that decomposition. In particular, the optimal choice of δ is not obvious. By empirical study we found that, for the selected parameters of γ, p and L, the choice δ = (5, 4, 2) provides good performance over the AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels. The complete design of the SC-LDPC codes and optimization of the decoding algorithm is left for future research.
IV. SOFT INFORMATION RELAYING SCHEME
In this section, we describe the soft information relaying in more detail. The description follows the framework, defined in [8] . First, a posteriori LLRs are computed as follows for each user i:
, where i ∈ {A, B}. Next, the soft network coded symbols are computed at the relay. The network coding can be approximated by using the computed a posteriori LLR values of the SC-LDPC decoder 2 : Then, the relay transmits the signaľ
where β is taken such that E((x j R ) 2 ) = 1. The signal received at node i in the third time slot is
n Ri is a vector having i.i.d. zero-mean real Gaussian entries with variance σ
In general, when LDPC coding is used in conjunction with relaying, the formation of the LLRs at the destination corresponding to the relay transmission is non-trivial. The node i, i ∈ {A, B}, receives two signals arriving via two different fading routes: one directly from the source (in slot one or two), and another one is through the relay (in slot three).
As it was proposed in [5] , the correct symbols
and the soft symbolsx j R are related through the following equation:
whereñ j is the soft error variable, and the constant η is the soft scalar. The value of η is obtained through minimization of the mean-square value of the soft error [5] . In what follows, some properties of the value η are discussed. Property 2. The relay does not forward when η = 0. Note that the value of η = 0 occurs in the very low SNR regime of the source-relay channel. In this regime, the a priori LLR will be very small in magnitude, and in turn, the generated soft symbols will have near-zero amplitude. This scenario is also similar to the case where the relay does not transmit any signal, i.e. the relay stays silent.
The effect of η is similar to that of a fading coefficient. We apply this model to the network coded symbol, and not to the "soft modulated" symbols (an advantage of the current approach is that the soft symbol may have higher amplitudes than the soft symbol itself and is benefiting from the network coding operation). The soft error variance may also be calculated as σ . By using the symmetry of the channel, BPSK modulation and LDPC decoding process, we have E(x R ) = 0; it follows that E(ñ) = 0.
By using (11) , in the third time slot, the observed signal at node i is
Heren Ri = n Ri + √ P R h Ri βñ is the total equivalent noise at the destination. In order to obtain the distribution of the total noise at the destination, the PDFs of the soft error and AWGN have to be convolved. As the exact distribution of our soft network coded symbol is not known, we can imagine the soft error with an impulse-like noise. Now the convolution of an impulse with a Gaussian PDF gives a Gaussian distribution, we assume that the total equivalent noisen Ri at the destination fits to an approximated Gaussian distribution with variancê σ
n . Note that the a priori LLR at node i corresponding to the sourceī is easily calculated as
In the third time slot, the LLR is given by:
The soft symbols at source i can be estimated by using the following relation:
In that way, the information carried out by the LLRs from the relay and the source i, i ∈ {A, B}, is combined in order to obtain an improved estimate of the transmitted symbol from source i.
A. Estimation of Model Parameters
As we have seen the values of β andσ 2 Ri depend on σ 2 n and η. The exact computation of these parameters is nontrivial as the correct symbol x j R is not known at the relay or destination in on-line transmission. In order to offer a remedy for this issue, we propose to use look-up tables that store the approximated SNRs of the source-relay channels. The tables also store the average values of σ 2 n for on-line transmission.
As an example, we present the content of the look-up table for SN R SD ≤ 12.
These estimated values are computed by using the linear piecewise interpolation. We denote by Γ in the received SNR at the relay and by Γ out the output SNR of the relay. Note that SN R iR and SN R R are the values of Γ in and Γ out , respectively, in decibels, where SN R iR indicates the SNR of node i and relay and SN R R is the output SNR at the relay. The output SNR of the relay can be presented as follows for our proposed soft scalar model
where
The relay can estimate Γ in in training phase and prepare a table of pairs (Γ in , Γ out ) for the Rayleigh fading and AWGN channels. By using the linear interpolation of Γ out for any Γ in , we can estimate Γ out from
where {(a k , b k ) ∈ A} and A = (a l , b l l = 1, 2, · · · ), and
are the coefficients of the linear piecewise function. Note that SN R in,l refers to point l in the look-up table. Here (a k , b k ) denotes the k-th sample point in the look-up table. Fig. 2 presents graphically the interpolation table of (Γ in , Γ out ) and the Γ out obtain via (16) . We can also apply a similar approach in order to estimate the average η. Fig. 3 depicts the interpolation table of (Γ in , η), and the value of η is obtained by linear interpolation, which is similar to (16) . As we can see in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , as SNR increases,x
yWe can readily compute σ 2 n = |η| 2 /Γ out , where η can be obtained from the look-up table in Fig. 3 , and σ 2 n = Pn as E(ñ) = 0. Similarly, we can also compute β. In conventional SIR schemes in [3] , [5] , [4] , σ 2 n and β (η in [5] as well) from the relay to the destination. In our approach, the relay only have to send the received SNR to the destination, which decreases extra signaling overhead. 
B. Variance Correction Factor
In the analysis of soft error and equivalent noisen Ri , we found that the variance of approximated Gaussian distribution σ 2 Ri is not accurate as the exact distribution ofñ is not known.
This indicates thatσ 2
Ri is not exact variance of approximated Gaussian distribution ofn Ri and this can adversely affect the system performance. In order to provide a correction, we modify the equivalent noise variance term as followŝ
where α is a scalar, which is used for correction ofσ
2
Ri at the destination. We term it a variance correction factor and we compute its value via simulations. We found that the decoder is sensitive to the variance when α ≤ 2. In the next section, we present simulation results to demonstrate the impact of different values of α and we also observe that α = 2 is close to the optimum.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, simulation results are provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed system. We take a SC-LDPC code with N = 925, K = 505 and the code rate R = 0.46. We choose the parameters p = 37, L = 25 and δ = (5, 4, 2), which give good overall performance. The simulations assume BPSK and a power normalization of P A = P B = P R = 1. We simulate the scenario where all links experience Rayleigh fading and AWGN. All simulations assume SNR AR = SNR BR . Fig. 4 compares the BER performance of the SC-LDPC coded SIR scheme with other existing relay schemes. The relay is fixed at SN R iR = 3 dB to represent poor channel conditions. As a competitive scheme, we simulate the standard SIR scheme 3 as in [3] by using SC-LDPC codes. In the SIR scheme in our previous work in [5] , we have not assumed any re-encoding at the relay. As it is shown in Fig. 4 , the previously proposed SIR scheme with SC-LDPC codes achieved markedly better error rate performance than the SIR scheme in [3] over Rayleigh fading channels. Note that we have not assumed any soft re-encoding scheme here. By contrast, [3] has presented a soft re-encoding scheme. We also simulate hard DF scheme as a base line scheme using SC-LDPC codes. When the source to relay channel is poor, there will be decoding errors at the destination. This causes error propagation if hard decisions are forwarded from the relay to the destination. That is why we obtain relatively poor performance in hard DF. Our scheme does not make any premature decision at the relay and forwards the soft symbols to the destination. As the destination decoder works in the soft domain, this makes the decoding more efficient. For completeness, we also simulated amplify and forward (AF) relaying. As expected, it shows worst performance as due to the noise amplification at the relay. As it can be observed in Fig. 4 , the proposed look-up table method provides slightly better BER performance (0.4 dB at 10 −3 ) as compared to the SIR scheme in [5] with SC-LDPC codes. In the case of [3] and [5] , the relay has to forward all parameters required for LLR modelling to the destination. Additionally, the proposed scheme offers a reduced signalling overhead since the relay transmits Γ in only. By using the piecewise linear interpolation, the destination can create any combination of (γ in , γ out , η). The proposed SC-LDPC scheme together with piecewise linear interpolation method and modified soft network coding outperforms the other schemes under comparison. The proposed modified soft network method improves on the amplitude of the soft network coded symbol for the checked parameter settings. In the conventional approach, due to the product of two network coded symbols,x j R could have a very small amplitude and is susceptible to channel noise. This causes the deterioration . Error rate performance of the proposed SIR scheme in Rayleigh fading channel. In all the simulation we kept the relay at SN R iR = 3dB to represent poor channel condition.
of the joint error performance at the destination. In the simulation in Fig. 5 , we set SN R iR = 3 dB and SN R iD = SN R Ri . The results show that the BER performance of the proposed SIR scheme verses various α values. In this scheme, we observe that the BER performance improves as α increases up to α = 2. In the region of α > 2, the BER performance remains almost invariant and does not contribute to the overall system performance. This observation suggests that the choice α = 2 is close to the optimum. This also highlights thatσ 2 Ri actually underestimates the actual variance ofn Ri when assuming that it is an approximated Gaussian distribution.
We also observe that the performance for α = 2 is superior by 0.8 dB when compared to α = 1. Observe that as SN R Ri increases, the BER performance improves. Finding an analytical solution for α is involved as the complete PDF forñ j is not known, and therefore our conclusions are based on the simulations only.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have developed a new optimized soft information relaying scheme based on cooperative network coding in a two-way relay system. Instead of forwarding hard decisions, the proposed scheme forwards modified soft network coded symbols. We propose to use SC-LDPC codes based on L array based LDPC block codes. We also modify our previously proposed soft error model, such that the scaling factor and the soft error variance of the residual noise can be easily computed. It reduces the signaling overhead and achieves better performance. Finally, we introduce a correction factor parameter in order to model the soft error variance at the destination. We compare the proposed scheme with its counterparts. The proposed scheme shows significant performance improvement in terms of BER, when compared to the competing schemes.
